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1. INTR~DIJCTI~N 
The present paper develops existence and uniqueness theorems for solu- 
tions to the semilinear system of hyperbolic equations 
Ut + 4, x) Ux = F(t, x, U) (14 
with U(!i”,, , X) = a(x) for a < x < b. Friedrichs [l] proved existence of 
a solution, if both F and A are continuously differentiable on their domains 
of definition. Since these same conditions imply uniqueness, Friedrichs’ 
results are limited to systems with unique solutions. However, there are 
examples of semilinear systems for which solutions exist but are not unique. 
For example, the system 
3 113 
%t + % = I% 
(1.2) 
%t - %a: - 2 1 - 3313 
with zero initial data U(0, x) = 0 for --03 < x < co has an infinite number 
of solutions besides U 3 0 and 
u,(t, x) = t3i3, 
“&, x) = w. 
Existence theories for systems of semilinear hyperbolic equations have all 
previously been restricted to equations with unique solutions. In the sequel, 
* This paper tvas taken from a dissertation submitted to the University of Maryland 
in partial fulf3lment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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a condition on F is given for which a not necessarily unique solution to the 
semilinear hyperbolic system with given initial data exist. 
In 1885, Peano [Z] proved that continuity of f(t, z) on a compact domain 
of definition is sufficient for the existence of a local solution to 
dzldt = f(t, z) 
through a given interior point (t 0 , z,,). Unless additional conditions are 
imposed on f, the solution need not be unique. Indeed, Lavrentieff [3] 
constructed a function f(t, x) continuous on Euclidean 2-space Ea such that 
for every choice of (to , 2s) in E2 there is more than one solution on every 
interval [to - E) t, + c] for arbitrary E > 0. Leehey [4] proved the existence 
of not necessarily unique solutions of the Cauchy problem for the second 
order partial differential equation 
u Pv = fG 3% u, UC 7 f&J>. 
The function f(E, q, u, p, 4) was assumed continuous in the variables 4, 7, 
and u and Lips&&z continuous inp and 4. In 1951 Hartman and Wintner [5] 
demonstrated that continuity off with respect to E, 7, u, p, and q is not 
sufficient for the existence of a solution to Leehey’s problem. Since their 
example could be expressed in terms of a system of semilinear hyperbolic 
equations of the first order with continuous F, continuity of F is not sufficient 
for existence of solutions to hyperbolic systems. 
In the present paper a condition on F more restrictive than continuity 
but not so restrictive as to imply uniqueness was obtained by applying the 
methods of Strauss and Yorke [6]. They developed the fundamental theory 
of ordinary differential equations by focusing on the convergence of sequences 
of solutions to perturbed integral equations. Previously, the theory had 
been centered around the construction of sequences of equicontinuous and 
equibounded functions on compact sets. A study of the convergence of 
sequences of approximate solutions to semilinear hyperbolic systems, 
where the approximate solutions satisfy approximating integral equations 
with error terms, leads to the concept of quasi-equicontinuous operators. 
If F(t, x, U) is associated with a quasi-equicontinuous operator, a not neces- 
sarily unique solution of the semilinear hyperbolic system (1.1) exists. It is 
assumed in this statement hat the domain of definition of F satisfies ‘appro- 
priate hypothesis to be specified later. 
In Section 2 quasi-equicontinuous operators are defined, and meaningful 
examples of quasi-equicontinuous semilinear hyperbolic operators are given. 
Among these examples are cases for which F is not Lipschitz continuous 
with respect to all the components of U and for which nonunique solutions 
to the hyperbolic system of equations exist. The examples include the case 
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that F(t, x, U) is Lipschitz continuous with respect to U and thus include 
the case F continuously differentiable with respect to U. The following 
lemma from Strauss and Yorke [6] is extended in Section 3 to hyperbolic 
systems (1 .l) in which F is associated with a quasi-equicontinuous operator: 
LEMMA. Consider the ordinary diffevential equation 
dY/dt = F(t, Y) 
where Y and F belong to Euclidian N-space EN. Let F(t, Y) be continuous in Y 
mzd measurable in t on a compact set D C El x EN with the initialpoint (t, , Y,) 
belonging to the interior of D. Let ($3 b e a sequence of measurable functions 
dejined on [a, b] with t,, E [a, b] and with the sequence {(tn , Y,)} converging 
to (t,, , Y,,) in D. Defne 
If {E,} converges uniformly to zero on [a, b] as n -+ co, then (A> contains 
a subsequence which converges uniformly on [a, b] to a solution of the diflerential 
equation through (to , YO). 
Section 4 presents the local existence theory for semilinear hyperbolic 
equations. A solution is taken in the wider sense of Friedrichs; namely, 
a solution to the integral equation 
where X(7, t, x) represents the set of N characteristics through (t, x). Unless 
otherwise noted a solution shall refer to a solution in this sense. If, on the 
other hand, the solution in the wider sense is continuously differentiable, 
it is then a strict solution of (1.1) with its partial derivatives satisfying (1.1). 
In the existence proof sequences of solutions of approximating integral 
equations are first constructed. The convergence theory of Section 3 gives 
the solution to (1.3) as a uniform limit on compact sets of sequences of these 
approximate solutions. No consideration is given here to the existence of 
continuously differentiable solutions to (1.1). 
Szarski [7] proved uniqueness of any continuously differentiable solution 
of (1 .l) with initial conditions specified at t = TO , if the domain of the 
solution in the (t, x) plane is a domain of determinacy S and if for every 
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continuously differentiable pair of functions U, and U, on S with Ui < M, 
i = 1,2, the following inequality holds: 
The inequality U < M is a vector inequality and represents the N relation- 
ships u, < M, , j = l,..., N for a given vector M. The scalar function w(t, g) 
is continuous; nonnegative for T,, < t < T = SUP(~,~)~~ t and x < 2 j M 1; 
and for every Tl such that T,, < Ti < T, x = 0 is the only differentiable 
function on T,, < t < Tl , which satisfies 
dxldt = w(t, x). 
As stated, this Perron type uniqueness theorem applies only to continuously 
differentiable solutions of (1.1). Since the proof depends on the solution 
having continuous derivatives, it cannot be directly extended to solutions in 
the wider sense. In Section 5 a proof is given for the uniqueness of somtions 
in the wider sense provided w not only satisfies the above conditions but is 
also monotonic nondecreasing in x. In the case of a unique solution it is 
proven that the entire sequence of approximate solutions must converge to 
the solution. Hence, if the function F is associated with a quasi-equicontinuous 
operator and if the uniqueness conditions are satisfied, the entire approxi- 
mating sequence must converge to the solution. 
2. QUASI-EQUICONTINUOUS OPERATORS 
In the sequal U(t, X) is an N-dimensional vector valued function defined 
on a subset of 2-dimensional Euclidian space E2; the components of U are 
denoted by q(t, x),..., z&t, x). The matrix A(t, x) is a nonsingular N x N 
matrix of continuous functions defined on a subset S of Ez; the matrix 
B(t, x) is an N x N matrix of continuous functions on S. Furthermore, 
F(t, x, Y) is a continuous N-dimensional vector defined on D, a subset of 
S x EN. A semilinear system of N first order partial differential equations 
on S is a system of the form 
that is, the coefficient matrices A and B are independent of the solutiorrli. 
System (2.1) is by definition a semilinear hyperbolic system if, after a contin- 
uous nonsingular transformation of 77, it is equivalent to a system of ‘the 
form (1 .l) with fl(t, x) a diagonal matrix of N continuous nonzero functions 
4(t, 4. 
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It is assumed that the solution of the ordinary differential equation 
dx/dT = A,(,, z) 
through the point (t, x) of S is unique for each i = l,..., N. This solution 
is denoted by X,(T, t, x).l For each (t, x) in S the function X,(r, t, x) is 
referred to as the i-th characteristic through (t, x); the two parameter family 
X%(7, t, x) in the parameters t and x is called the i-th characteristic family. 
It is not assumed that the characteristic families are necessarily distinct; in 
other words, the functions Az(t, x) are not necessarily all distinct. 
Throughout the paper S is assumed to be simply connected. I denotes 
a simple continuously differentiable curve in S which is nowhere tangent 
to a characteristic. Under this assumption there is a continuous transforma- 
tion of Es such that /l remains continuous and the initial curve I coincides 
with the x-axis. Without loss of generality it is assumed that I is the inter- 
section of S with the x-axis; then I is an interval. 
On I a continuous N-dimensional vector valued function Q(x) is given. 
The problem to be considered is to find conditions such that on some neigh- 
borhood h”(I) of I there exist a continuous vector valued function U(t, x) 
which in the neighborhood satisfies (1.1) or (1.3) on M(1) in the wider sense 
and which satisfies the initial condition 
U(0, x) = Q(x) (2.2) 
for x in I. A subset of S is said to be a neighborhood of I, if its interior 
contains the interior of I. 
Thus far the following conditions have been imposed on the set of charac- 
teristic vectors X(T, t, x): 
dX/dr = L’&, x(7, t, x)); (2.3) 
X$(4 4 x) = $7 i = l,..., N; (2.4) 
and X(7, t, x) is uniquely defined for every (t, x) in S and is a continuous 
function of (T, t, x). In addition to these conditions it is further assumed that 
for every i, 1 < i < N: X,(T, t, x) is defined in S at least for 0 < 7 < t, if 
t > 0, and for t < 7 < 0, if t < 0; and X,(0, t, x) belongs to the interval 1. 
When the above conditions on X are satisfied S is said to be a domain of 
determinacy for the semilinear hyperbolic system (2.1). Since there is no 
confusion as to the underlying equation, S is simply referred to as a domain 
of determinacy if the above conditions are satisfied. 
1 Note the equations in this paper are not written in term of characteristics coor- 
dinates. X2(7, Z, x) corresponds to the function x*(7, f) in [l] with 6 = X,(T, , t, x). 
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Suppose U(t, x) is a solution to the integral system (1.3). If V(T, t, x) 
denotes the restriction of the vector U(t, x) to the characteristic X,(r, t, x), 
then by (1.3) 
for each i, 1 < i < iV, where u:(T, t, x) = u,(T, X2(7, t, x)). Moreover, for 
each i the integral Eq. (1.3) yields 
the initial condition (2.2) is therefore satisfied. If on the other hand U(t, x) 
is a continuous vector valued function on S such that for each i, 1 < i & N, 
the component u; of the restriction Ui(7, t, x) satisfies (2.5) and (2.6), it is 
a solution of the integral Eq. (1.3). Hence, U(t, x) is a solution of (1. I) 
satisfying the initial condition (2.2). If U, and U, are continuous 
since X,(T, t, x) satisfies (2.3). At T = t, 
U is then a strict solution of (1.1) satisfying the initial condition (2.2). 
The set D is defined as follows: 
where M is a given constant vector and the inequality is the vector inequality 
with the Y components replaced by their absolute value; that is, 1 yz j < MG 
for each i. The set Lcl denotes the set of all continuous N-dimensional vector 
valued functions defined on S such that U < AK On A consider the operator 
F, defined by 
(2.71 
By means of this operator (1.3) can be written as 
w, 4 = @,(X(0, 6 4) + Fxwl(t, 4, (2.8) 
where T,, has been set equal zero in order to satisfy the initial condition (2.2). 
For any sequence (Un(t, x)) from A, define 
E&, 4 = Un(t, 4 - FxWnW, 4, (2*9) 
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and suppose {E,) is a sequence of continuous functions on A converging 
uniformly to the continuous function @(X(0, t, x)). If S is a compact set 
and if Fx were an equicontinuous and equibounded operator on A, a sub- 
sequence of (UJt, CC)} would converge umformly on S to a solution of (2.8) 
by an application of Arzela’s theorem. 
ARZELA’S THEOREM. From any sequence of functions which are equi- 
continuous and equibounded on a compact set it is possible to select a uniformly 
convergent subsequence [8]. 
In the theory of ordinary differential equations the integral operator is 
equicontinuous and equibounded for a continuous F(t, Y) defined on a 
compact set. As already noted continuity of F(t, x, Y) on D is not sufficient 
for the existence of a solution; hence, continuity is not sufficient for Fx to 
be equicontinuous and equibounded. It will be proved that continuity of F 
on a compact set D is sufficient for F, to be equibounded; hence, it is a 
sufficient condition for { Un} to be equibounded. 
In the application of Arzela’s theorem the operator F, need not be equi- 
continuous; rather, {U,) must be a sequence of equicontinuous functions 
on S. A condition on F or on Fx , which implies that {U,} is a sequence of 
equicontinuous functions on a compact set S, is a sufficient condition for 
the convergence of a subsequence of (U,} to a solution of (2.1) with initial 
condition (2.2). The following definition provides just such a condition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The operator F, is said to be quasi-equicontinuous if 
for every sequence {U,} in A the uniform convergence of the sequence of 
continuous functions (U, - F,[ UJ} t 0 a continuous function on S implies 
(U,) is a sequence of equicontinuous functions. 
Meaningful examples of quasi-equicontinuous operators will be given 
after a number of lemmas. These lemmas simplify the proof that the examples 
are indeed quasi-equicontinuous. Any F, , for which a solution of [2.8] 
does not exist, is an example of an operator which is not quasi-equicontinuous. 
LEMMA 2.1. A sequence of continuous functions (en(t, x)} which converges 
uniformly on a compact set S to a continuous function e(t, x) is a sequence of 
equicontinuous functions. 
Proof. For any E > 0 there is an integer m such that j e,(t, x) - e(t, x)1 < e/4 
whenever n > m. By the uniform continuity of e(t, x) there is a 6, > 0 such 
that for every (tl , x1) and (t2 , XJ in S with 1 t, - t, 1 + 1 x1 - x2 [ < 6, , 
I & , 1 x ) - e(t, , x2)1 < C/Z. Moreover, for each i < m there is a 6, such 
that I e& ,x1) - e,(t, , x2)1 < E, whenever 1 t, - t, 1 + / x1 - x, 1 < 6, . 
Set 6 = min(S, , 8, ,..., S,), then whenever 1 t, - t, 1 + 1 x, - xz j < 8, 
I e,(t, , x1) - e,(tz , kQ1 < E for all n. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a compact set. A sequence of functions (e,(t, x)> 
eqwicontinuous on S along a giwen characteristic family X, and also along a 
second distinct characteristic family X, is a sequence of equicontinuous functions, 
if e,(O, x) converge to a continuous function on I. 
Proof. Consider the transformation 
E = X%(0, 4 4, 
5 = Xj(0, t, x). 
This transformation is a homeomorphism of S onto its image 5” in the 
&plane for both X,(0, t, x) and X,(0, t, x) are continuous functions defined 
uniquely for each (t, x) in S. 
Moreover, @,(S, 6)) is equicontinuous on s’ in both the &-direction and 
the c-direction; hence, for every E > 0 there is a S > 0 such that 1 7s - 71 j < 6 
implies I e,(r2 , ~3 - e,(q , El < e/4 f or every n and j I, - E, / < 6 implies 
I 45, &) - e,(S, &Jl -=c e/4 f or every n. The line t = 0 transforms into the 
line 5 - 6 = 0. Since by hypothesis e,(f, [) is equicontinuous, 6 can be 
chosen independent of n so that whenever 
I & - El I < 6, 
Consider the set 
Since X2(7, t, x) is defined for all T E [0, t], at least one of the following pairs 
of points must be in R: 
(9 (TV - S/Z 5) and (TV - VL 6) 
(ii> (TV + W, t) and (TV + S/2, &) 
(iii) (El , E) and 65 , &;> 
(3 (E, E) and (t, El) 
(4 (6 E) and (6 , &;) 
Let (a, 0 ad (P, &;> re P resent the pair of points listed first which lie in R. 
Then 
The sequence (e,(t, x)} is a sequence of equicontinuous functions. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let S be a compact domain of determinacy, and suppose 
{ U,(t, x)} is a sequence of elements from A satisfying (2.9) where (E,(t, x)} is 
a sequence of continuous vector valued functions converging uniformly on S. 
For each i, 1 < i < N, the sequence of functions { UiJ is a sequence of functions 
equicontinuous along the characteristic family X, , where U,, is the i-th component 
of U, * 
Proof. Since D = ((t, x, Y) E S x Em j Y < M), the i-th component 
F,(t, x, y) of F is a continuous function on a compact set; hence, there is 
a bound &IF for j F / and 1 F,(t, x, y)/ < ll4r . Choose (tI , x1) and (t2 , x2) in S 
with t, > t, > 0 and with x1 = X,(t, , t, , x2). Clearly by (2.9) 
where Uni(u, t, , x2) = Un(u, X%(u, t, , x2)). Since X,(7, ts , x2) = X,(T, t, , x1) 
for T E [0, tl], the integrand in the last integral is zero; moreover, by 
Lemma 2.1 the sequence of functions {Ezn} is equicontinuous on S. For 
every E > 0 there is a 6 > 0 independent of n such that 
I L& 3 4 - -%A > 4 < 47 
whenever I t, - t, 1 + j x2 - x1 I < 6. Moreover, if 6 is chosen less than 
42A!lFT, then 
I u&2 > x2> - uwdtl 3 %)I < 4 + J+fF I t2 - t1 I < EY 
whenever I t, - tI / + / xs - x1 j < 6. A similar argument holds for 
t, < t, < 0; therefore, the sequence (U,,} is a sequence of functions equi- 
continuous along X, . 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (a) S be a compact domain of determinacy for the 
semilinear hyperbolic system: 
V, + Vs = W, x, K W), 
w, - w, = H(t, x, v, W), 
where V and G are Nx dimensional vector valued functions and W and H 
are N, dimensional vector valued functions with NI -j- N, = N, 
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(b) G be continuous on the compact set D and Lipschitx continuous with 
respect to V only; i.e., for every pair (t, x, VI , W) and (t, x, V, , W) in. D 
lG(t,x,V,,W)--G(t,x,V,,W)l~LJ~~--tizl; (2.10) 
(c) H be continuous on D and be Lipschitz continuous with respect to W. 
Under these conditions the vector valued operator F, dejked on A by 
=z 
i 
I’ t G(u, u - t + x, V(o, (T - t + x), W(a, CT - t + x)) do 0 
! 
t 
H(u, -u + t + x, V(u, -u + t + x), W(O, --o + t + x))du 
0 
is quasi-equicontinuous. 
Proof. Let (U,> = ((V, , W,)) b e a sequence of vector valued functions 
from A such that (2.9) is satisfied on 5’. By definition F, is quasi-equicon- 
tinuous only if ( U,) is a sequence of equicontinuous functions. The sequence 
( V,} is a sequence of functions equicontinuous along the characteristics x - t 
constant by Lemma 2.3; whereas, the sequence (W,} is a sequence of func- 
tions equicontinuous along the characteristics x + t constant. 
Now consider a pair of points (t 1 , xi) and (t2 , 3s) in S with t, > t, and 
with t, + xs = t1 + x1 . In this case 
s 
et1 
+ I G(u, u - t, + x2, V&, u - t, + x2), Wnh 5 - t, + +,))I do 
0 
+ 1,: I G(u + t, - t, > Q - t, + x2 , Vn(Q + t, - t, , f3 - t + x2), 
W,(u + t, - t, , (7 - t, + x2) 
- G(u, u - t, + 21, Vn(u, u - tl + 4, Wn(u, u - t, -i- x,))l da. 
The location of the various points are shown in Fig. 1. 
By the Lipschitz condition (2.10) and by the continuity of G on the compact 
set D, 
-l-L k&+t,-t 





= *~oy-I a7 + t2-b ~-tI+~2)-~n(~,~--l+~l)l+~~It2-tlI 
+ ,:I+ + t, - h,u - t, +x2, Vn(u + t, - t1 , u - t, + 4 
Wn(u + t, - tl> u - tl + 22)) - G(u, u - t, + $1, 
JL(u + f, - tl > 0 - tl + 4, W&J, u - tl + 41 da, 
(2.12) 
and where IV, is a bound for I G I. Since A was defined as the set of all 
continuous functions on S with (V, W) < M, the arguments of G in (2.12) 
are in D, and C, is defined for all (t r , x 1 , t2 , x2) in S x S. The function G 
is uniformly continuous on the compact set D; hence, for every E > 0 there 
is a 6, > 0 such that the integrand in (2.12) is less than e/2T, whenever 
I~2-~,I+I~,-~,I+I~,(~+~2-~,,~-~~+X2)-W~(u,O.--~+X~)l<~~. 
But t, + x2 = t, + xl , so 
(u + t2 - t1) + (0 - t1 + x2) = u + (u - t1 + Xl). 
Since W, is equicontinuous in the direction of the characteristic family 
t + x constant, there is a 6, > 0 independent of n such that 
I Wnb + t2 - t1, @ - t1 + Xl> - Wn(u, CJ - t1 + Xl)] < s,/2, 
whenever I t, - t2 1 + j xl - x2 I < 6, . Moreover, if 6, = min(6,/2, S,), 
then whenever J tI - ta 1 + 1 x1 - x2 I < 6, the integral in (2.12) is less 
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than 612. It follows from this result and the equicontinuity of the functions 
E, that for every E > 0 there is a 8 < 0 independent of 72 such that 
C,(t, , x1 , t, , xs) < E whenever / t, - t, / + / x1 - x2 1 < 6. 
It then follows from (2.11) and Gronwall’s inequality that 
The functions V, are equicontinuous along the characteristic family x + t 
constant. By a similar argument the vector functions W,, are equicontinuous 
along the characteristic family x - t constant. Hence, the sequence (U,) is 
equicontinuous on S along the two distinct characteristic families; by 
Lemma 2.2 it is a sequence of equicontinuous vector valued functions. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let S be a compact domain of determinacy fog (1.1) 
with A a constant matrix, and for each j, 1 < j < iIT - 1, let FJt, x, Y) be 
Lipschitx continuous with respect to the components yx , y2 ,..., yNvl of Y. 
If further FN(t, x, Y) is Lipschitx continuous with respect to yN and if X, is 
distinct from the other characteristic families then Fx is a quasi-equicontinuoas 
operator. 
Proof. Let (U,) be a sequence of vector valued functions from LI such 
that (2.9) is satisfied on S. Now consider a pair of points (tl , x1) and (us, xa) 
on the characteristic X&r, t, , xa) where it is assumed without loss of gener- 
ality that 0 < tl < t, . For i = l,..., N - 1, 
where Uin is the j-th component of U nz. The parameter t, is the solution of 
and u’ satisfies 
XN(O’, u, X*(u, t, ? Xl)) = X&‘, t2 3 x2>. 
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T’ is the value of a’ at (T = 7. By the Lipschitz condition on F, , 
d CT& , Xl 3 t, 9 
where 
(2.13) 
C&l > Xl > t, 9 $2) 
= 7~o~ll 1 &a(‘-‘, xz(T’, t, , x2)) - &z(T, &(T> tl > %)>i 
+ nfpt2 + 1" IFz(u', &(u, t1, x1), Gn(~', t, , x2),..., 
0 
UL(~‘, t, , x2), Gn(‘S’, t, , x2)) 
u~-du~, t, , x2), G-h, tl , al da. (2.14) 
As in the previous example, C, is defined for all (tl , xi , t2 , x2) in 5’ x S. 
The function F, is uniformly continuous on the compact set D; hence, for 
every E > 0 there is a 6, > 0 such that the integrand in (2.15) is less than 
c/2T, whenever 
I t2 - t, I + I% - $11 + I Gn(u', t,,x,) - %L(u, h,%)l < 8, * 
Since {Ukn> is a sequence of functions equicontinuous along the charac- 
teristic family X, , there is a 6, > 0 independent of n such that 
I G7&‘> t, > x2) - G7n(u, t1 > %>I < S,P, 
whenever j tl - t, / + 1 xi - x2 j < 6, . Moreover, if 6, = min(SJ2, S,), 
then whenever 1 t, - t2 [ + 1 x, - x2 j < 6, , the integral in (2.15) is less 
than 42. It follows from this result and the equicontinuity of the functions 
E, that there is a S > 0 independent of n such that C, < E, whenever 
lt1--2l+ I$---x21 (6. 
For this S define 
R, = ((T’, t) E E2 I (7, t) E s, (T’, x,(T’, ‘J-Y f)) E & 
1 7 - 7’ 1 + 1 4 - X&Y 7% f)I d s/2)* 
Moreover, for j = l,..., N - 1, define 
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Since Uj, is a continuous function on S, j U,,(r’, XN(r’, 7, Q) - U3Jr, c)l 
is a continuous function on the compact set R, ; hence, the function ~l.j~(r) 
is defined for all T E [0, 2’1. By the uniform continuity of U,, for every E > 0 
there is a 6,(e) > 0, such that 
I U,,(T, I &?) - U,,(Tl , Sl)l -c E/4 
for every (~a , &) and (TV , 5,) in S with 
IT2 - 711 + I 52 - El I < u4. 
There is a point (TV , E,) E R, , such that 
Pm(T) = i u,?k, , X,(9 > 7, a> - umb-, &>I> 
since R, is compact. For any h, such that 
h + / x&l a 7, t,) - x,(-Q + h, -I- + h, ‘$;>I < &z(E) 
and both the points (71 + h, Xn(~l + h, -r + h, l&) and (T + h, tll) belong 
to s, 
By a similar argument, 
hence, for h sufficiently small, 
I /-AT -I- 4 - /4,4l < E. 
~JT) is a continuous function on [0, T] for a fixed 8 independent of N. 
From (2.13) it follows that, for T E [0, t-J, 
whenever, j t, - t, / + / x2 - x1 I < 6/2. This inequality is moreover inde- 
pendent of n. Since ~~~(7) is continuous, the Gronwall inequality yields 
N-l 
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The sequences {Uin} for i = l,..., N - 1 are sequences of equicontinuous 
functions along the characteristic family X, , and since they are also equi- 
continuous functions along X, , they are equicontinuous on S. It remains 
to show that the functions U,, are equicontinuous. 
Consider the pair of points (t, x1) and (t, xs) in S. Since FN(t, x, Y) is 
Lipschitz continuous with respect to yN 
I q%-, t, x2) - U$n(T, t, 41 d G&(4 Xl , t, x2> 
where 
Since the sequences {U,,) are sequences of equicontinuous functions, for 
every E > 0 there is a S > 0 independent of n such that CJt, xl , t, x2) < E, 
whenever ( x1 - x, I < 6. By Gronwall’s inequality, 
I U%&, t, 4 - U&G, t, dl < E exp LT, 
and the functions UN, are equrcontinuous in the x-direction. They are 
equicontinuous along X, , so by a slight modification of Lemma 2.2 they 
are equicontinuous on S. The operator F, is therefore quasi-equicontinuous. 
The next example generalizes the hyperbolic equation 
with the initial conditions given along the noncharacteristic t + 7 = 0. 
This equation can be expressed in the system 
a,, + Vl, = w, 
0% + 7$x = f (t, x, VI , 74 , w), 
Wt-Wx=f(t,X,v,,v2,W). 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let S be a compact domain of determinacy for the 
semi&near hyperbolic system 
v2t + v2a = G@, x> V, W>, 
w, - w* = H(t, x, v, W), 
where V = (~1% , vg) and where W is an N2 dimensional vector. The vector 
G = (Gl , G,) is a continuous vector valued function 0% D; the component G2 
satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
for every pair (t, x, v1 , v2’, W) and (t, x, v, , v2 , W) in D. The N,-dimensional 
vector H is a continuous vector valued function on the compact set D and satis$es 
a Lipschitz condition with respect to W. The operator F, is quasi-equicrmtinuous. 
Boof. Let {U,) = {(V, , W,)) b e a sequence of vector valued functions 
from d such that (2.9) is satisfied on S. The argument that the sequences 
(vrn} and (W,) are sequences of equicontinuous functions follows the same 
line as the proof for Corollary 2.1. Then the proof that the vzn are equi- 
continuous functions follows the argument that (UN,] is a sequence of 
equicontinuous functions in Corollary 2.2. 
3. CONVERGENCE THEORY 
The motivation for defining quasi-equicontinuous operators was to 
establish the least restrictive regularity assumption for the convergence of 
subsequences of the sequence { U,(t, x)}, where UJt, X) satisfies (2.9). The 
sequence ( U,) is a sequence of equibounded functions provided F is bounded 
on D; this fact is proven in the proof of Lemma 3.1. If F, is quasi-equicon- 
tinuous (U,} is a sequence of equicontinuous functions; by Arzela’s theorem 
there is a subsequence which converges uniformly on S for S compact. 
After this convergence is established in Theorem 3.1, the theory is extended 
to convergence on strips, where convergence in this case means convergence 
of a subsequence on every compact subset. The chapter concludes with a 
theorem on the existence of a uniform limit of U(t, X) on the strip 
ST=((t,x)EE2/O<t<T)ast-+T. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let S be a compact domain of determimxy, and let F be a 
contitinuous function on the compact set D. If E,(t, x) is a sequence of continuous 
vector valued functions converging uniformly on S to a continuous vector valued 
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fkction, the sequence {Un(t, x)} of functions satisfying (2.9) is a sequence of 
equibounded functions. 
Proof. Since (E,(t, x)] converges uniformly to a continuous vector 
function, it is a sequence of equibounded functions. Hence, there is an ME 
such that 
F is continuous on the compact set D, hence it is bounded by an MF. For 
every n 
and the functions Un(t, x) are equibounded. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (a) S be a compact domain of determinacy for the 
semilinear hyperbolic system (1.1); 
(b) F(t, x, Y) be continuous on the compact set D; 
(c) The corresponding operator Fx be quasi-equicontinuous on A; 
(4 VJ& x>> b e a sequence of vector valued functions on S; 
(e) The sequence of continuous vector valued functions {EJt, x)] defked 
by (2.9) converge untformly to @(X(0, t, x)) on S, where D(x) is continuous on I. 
Under the above conditions the sequence (U,) contains a subsequence which 
converges unaformly on S to a continuous solution of (2.8). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 the functions UJt, x) are equibounded. Since 
Fx is a quasi-equicontinuous operator, the functions Un(t, x) are equi- 
continuous. By Arzela’s theorem there is a subsequence (U,J of (lJ,> which 
converges uniformly to a continuous function U(t, x) in A, for A is complete 
in the uniform norm. Since F(t, x, U*,(t, x)) + F(t, x, U(t, x)) pointwise on S 
and since F is bounded on the compact set S, by the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem F,[ U, z ] -+ F,[ Uj; hence 
U(t, x) = @,(X(0, t, x)> + F,F-4(t, 4 
in the limit as n -+ co, and since X(0, 0, x) = x, it follows that the initial 
condition U(0, x) = Q(x) is satisfied. U(t, x) is a solution of (2.8) on S. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let U(t, x) be an N-dimensional vector valued function 
on S. A sequence Un(t, x) is said to converge compactly to U on S if for 
every compact set KC S, lJ, is defined on K for sufficiently large n and 
Un(t, x) -+ U(t, x) uniformly for (t, x) E K. 
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For examples of sequences which converge compactly see Strauss and 
Yorke [6]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. The operator Fx is quasi-equicontinuous on the strip 
S*=((t,x)EE2IO <t < T) 
or on the strip 
ST = ((t, x) E E2 j 0 < t < T), 
if FA is quasi-equicontinuous on every compact domain of determinacy 
contained in ST or ST, respectively. 
L~n/m/r~ 3.2. Let X(7, t, x) be a continuous function defined on [O, T] x S, 
such that it is the unique solution of (2.3) through (t, x) at r = t and such 
that it is defined for all T, 0 < T < T. Moreover, if 
4(t, x) < &(t, x) < **- < 4& x) 
with &(t, x) # AN(t, x) and ;f both A, and A, satisfy a Lipschitz condition 
with respect to x, the set 
is a domain of determinacy. 
Proof. K, satisfies the conditions for a domain of determinacy if 
(7, X2(7, t, 3)) E S for 0 < T < t, for Xz(7, t, x) satisfies all the other condi- 
tions for a domain of determinacy defined in Section 2. 
By comparison theory, see, for instance, Birkhoff and Rota [9], 
for 0 < T < t, since both A, and .A2 are Lipschitz continuous. If 3% < x2 I 
uniqueness requires 
-&(T, t, XI> < &(T, t, $2) 
for all 0 < 7 < T. Hence, for any (t, x) E K, , 
x1(7, 6 X) 6 &(T, 6 &.(t, 0, m)) = XdT, 0, m> 
and 
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Combining (3.1) with (3.2) yields 
for r E [0, t]; hence, X(7, t, X) satisfies all the conditions for K, to be a 
domain of determinacy. 
TNEOREM 3.2. Let (a) F, be quasi-equicontinuous on the str;P Sr ; 
(b) W& 4) b e a sequence of continuous vector valued functions from A 
deJined on every compact domain of determinacy S C ST for n &‘iciently large; 
such that, for n su$iciently large 
UT@, 4 = E&, 4 + ~2wnl(t> 4 (3.3) 
on S. 
(c) (EJt, x)> be a sequence of continuous vector valued functions con- 
verging compactly on ST to @(X(0, t, x)); 
(d) A(t, x) and X(T, t, x) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
Under these conditions there is a subsequence of { U,} which converges compactly 
on ST to a continuous olution of (2.8). 
Note that in the statement of the theorem the set A corresponds to the 
set S and is therefore not a fixed set. However, the vector M in the definition 
of A is assumed to be independent of the S chosen. 
Proof. Define K, as in Lemma 3.2. By that Lemma K, is a domain 
of determinacy in S, . Since F, is quasi-equicontinuous on S, , it is 
quasi-equicontinuous on K, for all integers m. By Theorem 3.1 there 
is a subsequence (U, } of {U,} which converges uniformly on KI to 
a solution Er(t, x) of (2r8). Similarly, there is a subsequence (U”z> C (Un,> 
which converges uniformly on K2 to a continuous solution E2(t, x) 
of (2.8); moreover, &(t, x) = &(t, x) for (t, x) E KI . Suppose {Un,} 
is a subsequence of (U,l} converging uniformly on K, to a continuous 
solution &(t, X) of (2.8) with &(O, x) = a(x) for x E [-m, m] and with 
V,(t, x) = VT&t, 3) for (t, X) E KmP1 . By Theorem 3.1 there is a subse- 
quence { Un,,J C {l&J C (lJ,J such that lJnm,, converges uniformly 
on Km+, to a continuous solution %m+l(t, X) of (2.8) with %m+l(t, x) = gm(t, x) 
on K, . If K is a compact subset of S, , there is an m for which KC Iir, . 
The sequence {U, > is defined on K and converges uniformly to a solution 
of (1.1) on K within initial conditions Q(X) if I r\ K # 4. Hence the subse- 
quence ( UmW} is a subsequence of {U,} which converges compactly on S, 
to a solution of (2.8). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (a) Fx be quasi-equicontinuous on the strip 
ST = {(t, x) E E2 1 0 < t < T}; 
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(b) EU& xl> b e a sequence of vector valued functions with &(t, x) 
defined on the strip ST, = ((t, x) E ST j 0 < t < T, < T) where T, + T in 
the limit as n + co; 
(c) U,(t, x) satisfy (2.9) on S, ; 
(d) (E,(t, x)} be a sequence of coitinuous vector valuedfunctions converging 
compactly on S, to @(X(0, t, x)); 
(e) A(t, x) and X(T, t, x) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
Then there is a subsequence of (U,} which converges compactly on ST to a 
solution of (2.8). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 there is a subsequence (U,l) which converges 
compactly on ST1 to a solution a1 of (2.8). Similarly, there is a subsequence 
(URz} of (U,J which converges compactly on S, to a solution Es of (2.8) 
on ST, with Es(t, x) = &(t, x) on ST . By induct;on there is a subsequence 
{ U%J of {Urr,> which converges compactly on S, to a solution L&(t, x) of 
(2.8) with &(t, x) = &+r(t, x) on ST*-, . If K ir a compact subset of ST, 
there is an m for which K C ST . The sequence (U,) is defined on K and 
converges uniformly to Z&t, x) & K. H ence, ( UmJ is a subsequence of ( U,) 
which converges compactly on ST to a solution of (2.8). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let U(t, x) be a solution of 
W, 4 = -W, 4 + ~xCW, 4 (3.4) 
011 ST, where E(t, x) is a continuous function dejned on S, and where F(t, x, Y) 
is bounded on D by M*. i’f lim&,T U(t, x) = Y(x), the function Yr(x) is con- 
tinuous on (--03, CD). 
Proof. From (3.4) and the definition of the integral operator F, , 
F,[U’l(T, x) = lii(U(t, x) - E(t, x)) = y(x) - E(T, x). 
Let E > 0 be given and consider the compact set Km defined in Lemma 3.2. 
Since E is continuous on the compact set K, , there is a 6, > 0 such that 
whenever / x1 - xs j < 6, and (T, xi) and (T, x2) belong to K, , 
j E(T, xi) - E(T, xs)] < c/4. Furthermore, 
- F&J, Xs(u, T, xi), Ui(u, T, xl>)1 do. 
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Since F$ is continuous on the compact set Sr-l,m n K, , there is a 6, such 
that 
I F,(T, xi(~, T, 4, U+, T, ~2)) - Fh, X&, T, xl), W, T, @>I -=c c/4T, 
whenever 
But U(t, x) is continuous on Km and Xi is continuous on [0, T] x Km ; 
hence, there is a 6, such that this inequality holds whenever 1 x1 - ~a 1 < 6, . 
Choosing (l/n) < +M,, a bound independent of m, yields 
I Y&%) - ul,w < 63 
whenever I xs - x1 [ < 6 with 6 = min(S, , S,). !Pi is therefore continuous 
on every closed interval in (-00, co); Y is continuous on (-co, CD). 
THEOREM 3.4. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 the functions 
UJt, x) are dejked on ST for all n with limt,r U,(t, x) = ‘iv,(x) and ;f a 
subsequence {Yfl,(x)> converges pointwise to Y(x) on (-00, oo), then there is 
a solution lJ(t, x) of (1.1) on S, such that 
and 
U(0, x) = CD(x) 
U(T, x) = Y(x). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 the function UJt, x) is continuous on Sr ; further- 
more, it satisfies (2.9) on Sr . By Theorem 3.2 there is a subsequence { U,J 
of { U,,> which converges to a solution U(t, x) of (2.8); hence, U(0, x) = Q(x). 
Furthermore, U(T, x) = lim,,,, Yn,(x) = Y(x). 
4. EXISTENCE THEORY 
The example in the introduction of a semilinear hyperbolic system (1.2) 
with a nonunique solution satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2.1; hence, 
the corresponding operator Fx is quasi-equicontinuous. In the present 
chapter existence theorems are given for quasi-equicontinuous semilinear 
hyperbolic operators. Since the solutions to (1.2) are not unique, the existence 
theorems for quasi-equicontinuous semilinear hyperbolic operators are not 
restricted to systems with unique solutions, as has been the case for previous 
existence theorems. Since the hypotheses of Corollary 2.2 include F which 
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are continuously differentiable with respect to U, the existence theorems 
in the present chapter contain Friedrichs’ theorems for semilinear hyperbolic 
systems [l] with constant coefficients. In Lemma 5.1 the restriction to 
constant coefficients will be removed. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (a) S be a compact domain of determinacy for the 
semi&near hyperbolic system (2.8); 
(b) F(t, x, Y) be continuous on the compact set D; 
(c) the corresponding operator Fx be quasi-equicontirzuoz on A; 
(d) Q(x) be a continuous N dimensional vector valued function defined 
on the interval I with Q(x) < M, 
There exist a 7” > 0 and a continuous vector valued function C(t, x) satisfykg 
(2.8) ~2 S n ST, . Here the constant T’ is givers by 
T’ = ,=I;“inN(Tz, T) , .I 
where 
Proof. Since D(x) is continuous on a compact set 0%(x) assumes its 
maximum. By hypothesis, 1 G,,(x)] < A& for all x, so maxzE1 Q,(x) c ii% 
and T, is not zero. Hence, T’ > 0. 
It remains to show that there is a solution of (2.8) on S n Sr? I which 
without loss of generality can now be denoted simply by S. Define 
%v, t, x>>, for (t, x) E S n Slin 
@(X(0, t, x)) + jflaF(o, t, x), I;&, X(0, t, x)) da, 
for (t, x) E S - Srln . 
The integral is defined provided Un(u, X(a, t, x)) < M. Since @p(x) < M, 
7JJ0, X(0, t, x)) < M for 0 < u < l/n. Suppose UJt, z) < M for all 
(t, x) E S n Smln for some positive integer m. If m/n G t < (m + 1)/n < T’, 
then the integral is defined, and for 1 < i < N 
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By induction, UJt, x) < M for t < T’ + l/n; moreover, lJn(t, x) satisfies 
the integral equation 
U,(t, x) = q-w, 4 4) + ~*[~?J(t, 4 + G&(4 
on S, where 
-%(t, 4 = - fF(u, X(u, t, x), U&J, X(0, t, x)) do 
0 
for 0 < t < f 
J’ 
t 
=--- &J, -%J, t, 4, &a(~, 30, t, 4) du 
t-l/n 
for i < t < T’. 
The function E,(t, x) is a continuous function since F and X are continuous 
functions on a compact set; moreover, E, converges uniformly to zero since 
I E,& %>I < Mdn. H ence, by Theorem 3.1 there is a subsequence of {U,) 
which converges uniformly to a solution of (2.8). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (a) F(t, x, Y) be continuous and bounded by Mr, 0)2 the 
setD=((t,x,Y)EEa+N/(t,x)ES,,Y<M}; 
(b) F, be quasi-equicontinuous on the strip S, ; 
(c) 0(x) be a continuous N-dimensional vector valued function dejked 
on (---Co, co) with 
T 
2 
= Ml - Sup 1 @dx>l > on 
MF 
2 
(d) A(t, x) and X(7, t, x) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
There exist a T’ > 0 and a continuous vector valuedfunction U(t, x) sattifying 
(2.8) on S,g . The constant T’ is given by 
T’ = i=y.iy$Tz 3 T). , . , 
Proof. Since T, > 0 for all i, 1 < i < IV, T’ > 0. Consider the set 
Km = {(t, x) E ST, I &(t, 0, -4 < x d &(t, 0, 41. 
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where the integral is defined if Un(o, X(0, t, x)) < M. By the argument in 
the proof of the last theorem, U, is defined on K, provided n > m. Moreover, 
if for (t, x) E K, 
- s * F(% X(0, t, x), Un(fJ, -qu, f, 4) do, 0 
o<t& 





- qJ, -Q, t, 4, u&T -w> t, 4) d% 
t-ma 
1 
c t < T’; 
\ ii‘ 
the sequence {E,(t, x)} converges compactly to zero on S, . By Theorem 3.2 
there is a subsequence of (Un} which converges compactly to a solution of 
(2.8) on 22,~ . 
COROLLARY 4.1. In the statement of the hypotheses of this theorem let the 
set 8, be replaced by the set 
s =sT = ((t,x)eE2 / T” f t < T). 
There exist T,’ > 0 and T,’ > 0 and a continuous vector valued function 
U(t, x) satisfving (1.1) on S~,*~z~ with U(T, , x) = #(x) for a given To, 
T* < T, < T. The constants T,’ and T,’ are given by 
and 
T,’ = i=~.~N(T, 9 T - To). , ., 
Proof. The transformation of coordinates 
t’ = t - To , 
x’ = x 
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reduces the hypotheses for T,, < t < T to those of the theorem. The solution 
lJ(t, x) on SroT is then a direct consequence of the theorem. On the other 
hand the transformation 
t’ = --t - To 
XI = x 
reduces the hypotheses for T* < t < T,, to those of the theorem with the 
exception that the characteristic numbers change sign. This however does 
not alter the hypotheses; hence, by the theorem U(t, x) exist on Sr*r, . 
Since U(t, x) = @( x on t = To the solutions patch together continuously ) 
at t = T,, . 
5. UNIQUENESS THEORY 
Szarski [7] provided sufficient conditions on F(t, x, Y) for a continuous 
differentiable solution of a semilinear hyperbolic system to be unique. Our 
concern here has not been with continuously differentiable solutions but 
with solutions in the wider sense of Friedrichs [l]. The uniqueness theorems 
of Szarski do not apply to this case, and it is necessary to develop theorems 
for solutions in the wider sense. The basic uniqueness theorem developed 
in the sequal requires the Perron type function w(t, z) to be nondecreasing 
in z. If the solutions in the wider sense are continuously differentiable 
Szarski’s theorem applies; it does not require w(t, z) to be nondecreasing. 
The final theorem of this chapter ties convergence of the entire sequence of 
the approximate solutions together with the uniqueness condition; it should 
be useful in constructing numerical solutions. 
In this chapter the function w(t, z) is a continuous nonnegative function 
on the set ((t, z) E E2 ( 0 < t < T, 0 < x < 2 1 M I} where M is the vector 
in the definition of the set D. It is a monotonic increasing function in x on 
this set with w(t, 0) = 0. Th e f unction x = 0 is the only differentiable 
function on 0 < t < TX which satisfies the differential equation 
d.z/dt = w(t, x), x(0) = 0. 
For each sufficiently small y 3 0, there exist a function r(t, y) such that 
r(t, 7) is the maximum solution of 
a(t) = y + N I:, ~(0, x(u)) da (5-l) 
on 0 < t < T, and Cm,,, r(t, y) = 0 uniformly in t. 
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DEFINITION 5.1. The vector valued function F(t, x, Y) will be said to 
satisfy the uniqueness condition on D if it is continuous in D and if there 
exists a function zu(t, x) such that for every (t, x, YJ and (t, x, Ys) in D 
for each i, 1 < i < N. The function w(t, z) satisfies the previously stated 
conditions. 
The following theorem due to Viswanatham [lo] was best expressed for 
our purpose by Lakshmikantham and Leela [l 11 as follows: 
THEOREM. Let R be an open (t, x)-set in E2 and w E C[R, El]. Suppose that 
w(t, z) is monotonic nondecreasing in z for each t. Let p(t) E C[[tO , t, + a), El], 
(t, dt)> E R, t E [to , to + 4, AtO) < x0 , and 
then 
EL@) G m, t E [to 3 to + a> 
where r(t) is a maximal solution of 
x’ = w(t, x), 4to) = x0 
existing on [to , to + a). 
The notation m this theorem has been changed to conform to the notation 
of the present paper. A proof can be found in either of the references. 
LEMMA 5.1, If S is a compact domain of determinacy and if F(t, x, Y) 
satisfies the uniqueness condition, then the operator lix is quasi-equicontinuous. 
Proof. Suppose (U,> is a sequence of functions such that the sequence 
{E,(t, ~)f defined by (2.9) converges uniformly to @(X(0, t, x)) on S. Then 
t -i- s lFx(o, X”(u, t, x), U,z(u, t, x)) - F(G, Xz(o, t, x), Umz(O, t, x))l do. 0 
For j = I,..., N define 
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hence, by the uniqueness condition 
for all t E [0, T]. Since {EZn} converges uniformly for every E > 0 there is 
an integer N, such that, whenever n, m > N, , 
By Viswanatham’s theorem, 
Since lim,,, r(t, G) = 0 uniformly in t, it follows that {UJt, x)} is a Cauchy 
sequence on S and converges to a continuous function on S. By Lemma 2.1 
it is a sequence of equicontinuous functions. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let (a) S be a compact domain of detmminacy foby (2.8); 
(b) F(t, x, Y) satisfy the uniqueness condition on D; 
(c) @p(x) be continuous N dimensional vector valued function defined on 
the interval I with Q(x) < ik?. 
There exist a unique continuous vector valued function lJ(t, x) satisfying (2.8) 
on S n S, , where T’ is the constant dejked in Theorem 4. I, 
Proof. Since the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 are satisfied, F, is a quasi- 
equicontinuous operator. By Theorem 4.1 there exists a function U(t, X) 
satisfies (2.8) on S n Sr, . Suppose U’(t, X) is a continuous vector valued 
function satisfying (2.8) on S n Sr, . 
and 
u(t, 4 - W, x) = Fx[Ul(t, 4 - F,[U’l(t, 4, 
I Uz(t, 4 - U,‘(t, x)1 < j; w(u, I uyu, t, x) - uyu, t, x)1) au. 
NOW define 
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for each j, 1 < j < N. The functions ~~(7) are continuous on the interval 
[O, t], and the integral inequality 
holds on [O, t]. By Viswanatham’s theorem, 
g1 Pkd d Y(T> 0); 
hence, j U,(f, x) - U,‘(t, x)1 = 0 for r(T, 0) 3 0. 
U’(t, x) = up, x). 
THEOREM 5.2. If in addition to the conditions of Theorem 3.1 the solution 
of (2.8) is unique on S, then the sequence { Un(t, x)> converges uniformly an S. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 a subsequence of {Un(t, x)] converges on S to 
a solution U(t, x) of (2.8). Suppose this solution is unique and suppose that 
the sequence ( U,) does not converge to U. There is a subsequence { UYl> of 
(U,> such that no subsequence of { U,J converges to 27. But (lJ112) satrsfies 
the condition of Theorem 3.1; hence, there is a subsequence of (U,zj which 
converges on S to a solution U’(t, CC) of (2.8). Since U is a unique solution, 
up, cc) = U(t, ) x , a contradiction. The whole sequence (U,} must converge 
uniformly to U(t, x). 
COROLLARY 5.1. If the conditions of Theorem 5.1 aye satis$ed, the sequence 
@(X(0, t, x)) O<i<l n 
converges un;formly to a solution of (2.8) on S n ST< . Morewet-, fm n SUJ’& 
ciently large 
Proof. Since it was shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that 
1 E,(t, x)1 < MF/n, it follows that 




By the now familiar argument, 
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